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TBE ERRORS 07 SOME CO1MON CUBIC-FOOT LOG RULES
INTRODUCT ION

Background

The Inadequacies of the board-foot and the advantages
the cubic-toot unit of log measurement have been recognized for many years. As increasing proportions of the
total bulk-wood volume are prooeeaed for products other
than lumbar the faults of the board-foot become more and
more apparent. In 1952 this condition prompted the Govern-

ment of aritish Columbia to discard the unit as the legal
basis of measure in the Province and to adopt in its plaoe
the oubio'toot unit which is recognized and understood
throughout the world. The cubic-foot unit is comparable
to the cubic meter which is used in many European countries,

and either of the two may be converted directly to the
other. The U. S. Forest Service also has authorized use of
the oubic-foot unit as the basis of pulpwood sales in the
National Forests of Alaska. One of seventeen recommendations of the Forestry Committee of the l92 State Agrlcultural Conference at Oregon State Collage was: "Move
toward general use of cubic-foot measure of timber and
logs."
The reasons for dissatisfaction with the board-foot

have been swwned up by Barnes (1, p.13) as follows:

The board toot is not a satisfactory unit for
uring small materiel destined for bulk use, since log
on this basis grossly undersoala such material.
The cubic foot unit would be much more satiafaotory end

equitable to all size classes.
Since log sales are customarily made on a
board foot log scale basis, operators have found it

unprofitable to extract the smaller material, end this
has been a oontributing factor to a large volume of waste
left in the woods.
Zt small logs were. va1ue according to their
cubic toot volume, their real volume when twed for purposes other than lumber, they would be on a more favor-

able footing with respect to the larger logs. Their
relative market values would be higher, the operator might
md it profitable to lower the minimum ei2a limit of
extraction, and waste might be reduced."
As early as 1929 Mungar (2, p.60) listed 16 advantages of a cubic-foot rule over the board-foot rules
and recommended its adoption by the west coast industry.
This list is one of the moat complete ones compiled by
any investigator and is repeated below.
"1. The cubic foot is an bso1ute esure Of
volume, which the board foot as applied to logs or tress

ot

the cubic foot necessitates no
assumption as to the products to be made from a log or as
to the intensity of manufacture and therefore i particu-.
larly suitable for measuring standing trees, logs in
transit on common carriers, logs in the open market, or
those in any stage before reaching the manufacturing plant.
"2.

Th

use

Cubic foot measure could be applied universal-.
ly to trees and logs, whether they were to be out into

lumber, ties, shingles, fuel, pulpwood, veneer.
"I. Adoption of cubic foot measure of minauut'aetured forest products and trees would do away with the
contusion and disparity that now exists between 'log scale
in board feet' fld 'lumber tally in board feat' in handling
any business negotiations, statistics, bookkeeping, etc.
Cubic foot would furnish a unit of measure
more easily understood by laymen, investors, and the trades
using wood who are now confused by the complications of

the sundry board foot rules, and in that way help the

forest industries.
Cubic toot measure does away with that
Lal basis for dispute--."overrun' and
The conversion from cubic foot to the uni
measure appropriate to each manufacturing plant could be
done very simply and would involve no greater uncertainty

or difficulties than now in converting log scale to lumber

tally.
'8. Cubic foot is a much better unit of measure for
taking a000unt of the taper and exact geometrical contents
of the tree than tn the board foot unit, and lends itself
to formulae or ruleofsthumb methods of oozruting exact

tree or log contents; this is inortant when total solid
wood contents are desired as with pulp, excelsior, or
extractive products.
"9, The disputes over log freight charges between
shipper and common carrier could be much more easily ironed
out if there were a better unit for measuring loads, such

as the cubic foot, and there would be a better chance for
establishing rates that were equitable to both parties.
"10. The cubic foot can be applied either with or
thout allowance for defect, by merely using the terms
gross and net.
The mechanics of obtaining the volume in

cubic feet of a log or tree Ia just about as easy as
obtaining the volume in board feet.
"12. Log scaling and cruising using the cubic toot
unit of measure is easier if anything than when using any

board foot scale rule, and there are no difficulties in
adapting scale sticks and. cruiser's volume tables to the
new unit which any scaler or cruiser might readily learn.

"13. The use of cubic foot measure would remove to

a considerable degree the personal element of scaler or
cruiser who, under the present system of scaling or oru
ing, 18 more or less influenced by his Judgment as to how
the logs are to be out up.
Cruising according t.o the cubic toot, either
gross or net, would be on a more accurate and scientific
basis than the present attempt to ezpress the stand in
terms of Inch boards it might cut in a hypothetical mu
Already there is much precedent for using tile
cubic measure of forest products In the rough. It is
common In foreign countries.

On the Pacific Coast the Forest Service is
already using the oubic toot as the unit of cruising and
selling pulpwood stumpage In Alaska; also in Maine and
New Hampshire."

It Is doubtful that so formidable a list of points
voring the board foot rules could be assembled by its
staunchest advocates. There1ore, it seems likely that a
oubie foot rule will be adopted for use in the Pacific
Northwest within the foreseeable future. Then the question will be, "which rule Is most accurate, which can be
applied moat efficiently in the field, and perhaps also
what is the best compromise between accuracy and effic-

ient applicability." Barnes (1, p.31) pointed out that

he errors resulting from application of the VariOus cubicfoot Log rules to logs or different forms should be
veetigated. It is the purpose of this paper to make that
investigation.
Scope of study

to appraise some of the more
commonly used oubiofoot log rules on the basis of their
An attempt w:

accuracy for all types of logs and for practicability of
field application. Th aregete absolute volume error
over a number of test logs shall be studied and tasted for
bIds by analysis of variance for each of four cubic-toot
rules, Further, the logs shall be separated as top, intermediate, nd butt loge, and th aggregate absolute volume
error for each of the groups and. the four scaling rules
shall be studied. It is hoped that the investigation will
offer some evidence as to which of the proposed rules might

be most acceptable for scaling in the region or point the
way to possible improvements. The test log groups shall
be studied to determine their exact geometric forms to
complete the study.

In addition to this investigation the logs from five
wind-thrown Douglas-fir trees on the McDonald Forest shall

be studied to determine if a significant difference in
volume results from computing the volume of a log b

32

foot log lengths as compared to two 16 toot logs by
Newton's formula, since the shorter lengths will produce a
closer eatimate of true cubic-foot voiwas.
Basic data

From the files of the Pacific Northwest Forest and
Range Experiment Station, twenty-four trees, ail western
hemlock, ware seleotod at random from 965 sanq)1e tree3

msasured for taper inside the bark at 16 foot intervals
above the stu to variable top diameter by L J. Hanzlik
in 1913. Since the 965 trees were from scattered 1ooa
tions in ashington and. Oregon a wide range of forns is
represented by the 24. trees used for this investigation.
These measurements made the use of 32-toot log lengths

convenient for this study. On the 32-foot log basis there
were 24. butt logs with top diameter inside the bark from
12.2 to 26.8 inches, 4.7 intermediate logs with top dinmeters inside the bark from 10.4 to 24.2 inches, and 23.
top logs with top diameters inside the bark from 4.5 to
9.5 Inches.
Since the foregoing trees were measured at 16-foot
intervals, an additional aaiple was necessary to compute
volumes of 16-foot logs by Newton's formula. Five windthrown Douglas-fir trees were ieasured on the McDonald

Forest. The diameters inside bark were ineasurad at 845

toot intervals to facilitate eoutation of volume in
both 16 and 32-toot log lengths. The dteaetera inside
bark at stump height ranged from 21.0 inches to 36.
inches.

VDW OF OtiBIC-FOOT LOG RILES

Since trees vary in geotric form from stump to top
no single simple mathematical formula can express the exact
cUbiofoot volume of each log. Trees commonly resemble one
of three geometric forms, the cone, parabaloid, or neiloid,
or more common 7 a combination of the three.
A log approximates the form of a frustum of one of
these figures depending upon its position in the stem and
upon the form of the stem itself. Commonly we think of the

butt log of a tree as the frustum of a cone and the top log
as the frustum of a parabaloid. Of course, this conception
will vary with species and size of tree.
The formulae for these geometric forms give a wide
latitude of volumes if applied to the ,we tree. If the
volume of a cylinder of given diameter and height is axpressed as 100 per cent., the volumes of the parabaloid,
cone, and neiloid of the same basal diameter and height

are respeotvely 50, 33-1/3, and 25 par cent of the
cylinder volume By separating the logs in this study
into top, intermediate, and butt logs the error resulting
from applying the various geometric cubic-foot log rules
to logs of different form will be evaluated.
ion's formula
Newton's for,

is known as the Prismoidal Formula
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to civil engineers and will fit almost any geometric figure.
It gives the cubic contents of the frustum of a parabaloid,
cone, or nei].oid accurately, provided the fern is symmetrical. Since these forms embrace all normal log forms
this formula would be the most accurate one to use in
scaling. However, it requires the measurement of diameter
inside the bark at the base, middle, and top of the log so
it would be cumbersome and inefficient for practical use.
Newton's formula will be used to determine the

theoretically correct volume of the sanpie logs. This
study is to be confined to 32-foot logs and the diameters
inside the bark at the base, middle, end top of every
32-foot sample log are available in the data. While there
is undoubtedly rule bias present in volumes obtained with
this formula thii.s bias should be small and the rule appears to be the most practical aans of approaching true
Immersing the logs in water and measuring the
displacement would give the exact volume but this procedure
volume.

is outside the scope of this study.
Newton's Formula is expressed as follows:

V: (B
where V
B

;

4b

volume of log in cubic feet
cross-sectional area of large
square feat

oross'seotional area at midpoint in
square feet
crosa-'esctional area at small end in
square feet
length of log in feet
For 32 foot logs the formula reduces to the follow-

or
where

: 0.02909 x
V : volume of log in cubic feet
: diameter inai1e bark at base of log in
iuohe s

Dm : diameter inside bark at middle
in inches

Inside bark at top of log in

inches

Rukerte formula

auber's formula treats the log as the frustum of a
parabaloid and had been considered the most accurate of the
more practical log rules. Only one measurement of diameter

is required but that is the diameter inside the bark at the
middle of the log. At some points in the line of logging
prouotIon from forest to manufacturing plant this m3asure
ment could be obtained without difficulty, but On decks,
rafts and on trucks, where logs ar comiaonly scaled, this
measurement becomes relatively inaccessible.
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Huber's forirnila is considered acourate because the
volume of a log is more dependent on the middle diameter
than on the end diameters1 and. other practical formulae
utilize end diameters. In the case of extremely neiloidal
butt logs this formula would tmdereetiiiate the contents of
the log. It would underestimate the volume of a truncated
cone slightly but would be exact for the truncated
parabaloide (Figure 1).
Ruber's formula is expressed as follows:

V:BxH
volume of log in cubic test

where V

: cross-sectional area at midpoint in
square feet

length of log in feet
For 32 foot logs this formula reduces to the folio
H

or V: 0.174528 z

:

volume of log in cubic feet
diameter inside bark t middle of log
D
in inches
The U'. S. Forest Service authorizes use of this
rule, when acceptable by the purchaser, in the National
Forest Soaling Handbook (12, p.49).
where V
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Figure 1. Errors oX cubic

ass.

Smalian's form

3ma1ian's formula scales a log as the frustum of a
parabaloid but it is generally considered less accurate
than Huber's because it utilizes only the and diameter excluding the middle diameter. Therefore, it the log is

extremely neiloldal in form this rule will drastically
oversoale it. If the log is a truncated cone the rule will
oversoale it but if it is parabaloidal it will. be exact.
(1igure 1). Snialian's formula 1.s expressed as toUows:

V:

(

volume of log in cubic feet

where V

B : orossseotional area of large end in
square feet
cross-sectional area of smaU end in
square feet
ength of log in feet
For 32 Loot logs and when diameters are neastzred in
he formula may be expressed as

or V

a

.087264

(D

t2)

where V : volume of log in cubic feet

L : length of log in feet
diameter inside bark in inches at
large end of log
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diameter inside bark in inches a
small end of log
Since the mea3uremEnts required for application of
formula are readily available at all sealing points,
ule has en adopted in British Columbia.
Rapraeger' a formula

Raprasger's rule is a modification of Ruber's rule
which attempts to combine the supposed accuracy of the base

rule with a practical method of scaling decked, ratted, and
loaded logs. He proposes to measure the diameter at the
mall end of the log and apply en arbitrary taper allowance
t one inch for every 8 feet of length to determine the die
meter at the middle of the log. He has compiled a table
(8, p.39) containing volumes for various top diameters and
log lengths. The accuracy of this rule depends upon the
consistency of agreement of logs with the arbitrary taper
adjustment and the form of the logs. For 32 foot logs
Rapraeger's formula is expressed as follows:
V

(D

rV

0.174528 (Ot + 2)2

eV

volume of log in cubic feet
diameter inside bark in inches at
smAll end of log
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Sorenson's rormula

Sorenson (10, U) has oonpiled a log volume table
using the cone truatuzi formula. Re advocates measuring only
the top diameter of the log and using one inch of taper for
every 10 feet of length to get the diameter at the large
end. This reduces inesureiaents necessary to scale with this
rule to two, (length and diameter at the small and) and
these measurements are obtainable anywhere in the extrac-

tion operation. Rowever, errors will arise when logs vary
from the one in 10 taper, and this cone fristuni formula

will underacale extremely neiloidal logs and parabaloidal
logs, depending, of course, o the variation between the
small and large diameters of the individual logs (Figure
2).
Sorenson's formula is erossed as follows:

V*(B4ba(Bxb
where V a
B

b

volume of log in cubic feet
oross-seotiona]. area of large end in
square feet
cross-sectional area at small end in
square feet

ngtb of log in feet
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br 32 foot loga the formula reduoes to the foUow

V.
or V :
bere Y

2

0.1746 (D

+

+ Db fDtx
.2 Dt + 3.4)

voiwits of log in cubto feet
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III.

GEOMETRIC FORM M4D TAPER OF TIlE SAMPLE LOGS

Since tt has been shown that the geometric form of
logs varies with position in the stem, and since two
arbitrary taper allowances have been suggested, the form
and taper per unit of length of the sample logs were investigated. For this purpose the logs were separated into
three groups, butt, intexniediate, and top logs and the
average base, middle, end top diameters of the logs in each
group were calculated. For each group the average diameters
were plotted over distance from the base and fitted with a
curve to determine the average geometric form of the group.

Also, the average taper in inches per foot, inches per
eight feet, and inches per ten feet were calculated, once
for the length of the log from top to butt and once from
top to middle of the average log for each group. The actual
average taper of each group was then compared to Rapraoger's

1 in 8 and Sorensonts 1 in 10 arbitrary taper rule as
applied to the same logs, The results of this investigation are outlined below,
A.

Butt lo
The average diameters and taper of the 2 butt logs
ted below.
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Average Db : 25.77"

Average Da: 21.25"
Average Dt

20.00"

Average taper top to butt

:
:

.77" in 32'

0.180" per foot

: 1.440" par 8 feet
Rapraeger 1" to 8')
1.80" per 10 feet
8orenson 1" to 10')
Average taper top to midpoint 1.25" in 16'
0.078" per foot
: 0.624" in 8'
Rapraeger 1" to 8'
0.78" in 10'
Sorenson's 1" to 10'
When the average butt, middle, and top diameters of
the butt log group were plotted over distance from the base
a concave curve was described (Figure 2), showing that the
butt logs were neiloidal in form, particularly towards the
base. As was pointed out before (Figure 1) Rubar's rule

could be eected to undersoals this type of log and
Srna1an's to overacale it. Rapraeger's rule would closely
approximate Huber's volume if the taper allowance were

correct, but since the taper is overestimated by the 1 in
8 rule a larger middle diameter will be used with this
rule and the volumes will be higher than by liuber's.
Sorenson's rule will overacale this type of log if the

21

taper aUowanos gave a correct estimate of the butt die-

aster, but in this case the 1 in 10 rule underestimates
the actual taper and the butt diameter will be underestimated. Consequently, the error by this rule could be
either in a plus or minus direction depending upon the
magnitude of the volume error due to underestimating butt
diameter.
Intermediate logs
The average diameters and taper of the 47 intex'mediate logs are listed below:
Average Db

19.20"

Average Da : 17.61"
Average Dt : 15.57"

Average taper top to butt

3.63" in 32'

.113" per foot
.904" per 8'
Rapraeger's 1:8

: 1.13" per 10'

Sorenson's 1:10
Average taper top to midpoint : 2.04" in 16'
0.128" per foot
1.024" per

:

apraegers 1:8
: 1.28" per 30'

Sorenson's 1:10
The

described by the average diameters over

22

distance from the base was convex (figure 2) indicating that
the average tntermediate sample log was parabaloidal in
form,

As mentioned before Huber's and Smalien's formula

ill give a close estimate of the volume of this form of
log. Rapraeger'a rule should olooely approximate Thiber's
voluz if the 1 in B taper allowance fits the log. in this
ease the taper is slightly undere8timated so the volume b3r
this rule should be slightly lower than by Huber's formula.
Sorenson's rule will undersoale these parabaloidal logs i:
the 1 in 10 taper allowance results in a oorreot estimate
of the butt diameter. Since the taper is more than 1 inch
in 1.0 feet the effect will be to underestimate butt d.iar and undersoale the logs to a greater degree.

!2. 1os
The average diameters and taper of the 21 top logs
ted below,
Average Db : 13.05"
Average D * 10.12"
7.20"
Average Dt

average taper top to bu

5.85" per 32'

0.183" per toot
1.464" per 8'
Rapraeger's 1:8

1.83" per 10'
Sorenson's 1:10
age taper top to midpoint : 2.92" per 16'
1.83" per foot

: 1.464" per 8'

Rapreeger's 1:8

: 1.83" per 3.0'

Sorenson'e 1:10

The curve described by the average diameters In this
case Was slightly concave (Figure 2) indIcating that the
average sample top log wiis very nearly conical In form. As
mentioned before, Hubsr' formula will undersoale this type

o' log and Smalian's will oversoale It. If the taper of
the log is approximately one inch in eight feet, Rapraeger
ule will underseale o the seine degree as Huber's formula.
this case Raprasger's rule underestimates the taper.
Therefore the estimated aiddle diameter will be too small
and the logs will be undersoalad to a greeter degree than
by Ruber's formula. Sorenson's rule should give exact
volumes for this conloel form of log ir the arbitrary taper
allowance fits the logs. In this case the taper is greeter
than one inch in ten feet. Consequently, the butt diameter
will be underestimated by Sorenson's rule and the logs will
be undersoaled.

logs

The average diameters ad tapers of all the sample
logs including but a, intermediates, and tops are abow
below.
Average Db

19.51"

Average Dx

16.85"

Average Dt : 14.82"

Average taper top to butt : 4.69" per 32'
= 0.147" per

f 0O t

8'
: Rapraeger
1.176" per
3

1:8
= 1.47" per 10'
Sorenson' a 1:10

Average taper top to midpoint : 2.030 per 16'
= 0.127" per foot
1 016" per 8'
Rapraeger' s 1:8
: 1.27" per LO'
Sorenson' a 1:10

The curve described by the average diameters of all
log groups was very slightly concave (Figure 2). Theretore, the average sample log was slightly neiloidal in
form. Since this is the case the total volume by Huber's
formula will be low for reasons mentioned before (Figure
1), and Smalian's formula wjU overestimate total volume
of all the logs in the sample. Since the average taper

for all loge is slightly greater than Rapraeger's 1 in 8
rule the middle diameters of the logs will be undorestiniat
ed slightly by this rule, However, the taper is so close
that the volumes by this rule could be higher or lower
than by Huber, depending ton the amount of error in taper
estimation on the larger logs. By Sorenson's rule the
average taper is underestimated so the total volume by
this rule will be low.
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AGGREGATE ERRORS OF THE COMMON CUBIC-I'OOT LOG RULES

In order to appraise the aoouraoy of the several
t was proposed to scale each of the sample los by

of the rules in turn, ad thence to ooute the
errors using the Newton volume as the basis of comparison.
After a few volumes had been estimated, it was noticed that
Sma3ian errors were twice as large and in the opposite

direction to the Huber errors. That this relationship is
true may be shown as follows:
SVn :K

or constant length
+ (41cfl

2.

t4V
3V:

Vs sV
3V

2Th

va-.v

urns by- Newton's formula

V8 = volume by Snialian's formula
volume by Huber's formula

: error (V-.v8) of Smalian's formula
error (Vfl-vb) of Huber's formula

Therefore, it was not necessary to ooxiute the
Smalian volumes and errors as they may be evaluated from
the Hubar values. The volume oomputations wore oonleted

fully for each of the other rules.
The total volumes o the logs and the aggregate
errors in cubic feet and in percentage of Newton volumes
are swwnRiIzed in Table 1 for the butt, intermediate, and
top log groups.

Examination of this table discloses that over all
groups Rapraeger's formula has yielded the beat results
followed, in order by Huber's, Smalian's, and Sorenson's
formulas. Yor butt logs the order is Rapraeger's, Sorenson's, Huber's and Smalian's, for intermediates Raprasger's,
Ruber's, Smalian's, and Sorenson's, and for top loge,
Huber's, Smalian's, Rapraeger'e, and Sorenson's.
Therefore, for large numbers of ca-run hexnlook
logo Rapraeger's formula would estimate total cubic-toot
volume most satisfactorily, Since this rule requires only
measurement of diameter inside bark at the small end and

length of the log it is also the most practical one to
apply. The reason for the greater accuracy of this rule
as ooared to Huber's, which is the base of the rule, is
that taper of the butt logs was overestimated by the rule
and the larger middle diameters used in eitimating the
volume eo.ensated for the tendency of Huber's rule to
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underecale neiloida]. logs.

If for some reason, such as the diversion of small

logs to the pulp industry, large groups of top logs were
scaled by this rule, the volume would be underestimated by
more than 20 per cant.

In the interests of greater

oouraoy in this situation the use of Huber's formula,

hich gave the ohly good estimates of top log volumes,
would be advantageous.

Another solution would be to modify

the taper allowance to fit the logs.

Here the question arises as to the results of apply-

ing Rapraeger's rule to ct-rm loge for which the taper
varies widely froi the one inch in eight feet taper allowanos.

Undoubtedly this would lead to significant errors

in volume.

These could be adjusted by determining the

average taper of the logs and using an adjusted taper
allowance, but this practice would defeat one purpose of
the cubic-toot ru.le, standardization, and would open the

door to contentions about the proper taper to use in a
particular inbtanoe.

Further study is necessary to

determine the limits of this rule for general application
to all species in the Pacific Northwest.
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VOLUMES AND ERRORS OF LOG GROUPS

AS SCALED BY DIFFERENT FORMULAE
TOTAL VOLUME

IN CUBIC FEET

apraeger : oreneon

:No.ot:Newton:HUber Smalian:l" in 8'
:LogS :Vo1wne:Vo1wi:Vo1Um8_: Volume

Group

:1" in 10'
; Volume

Butt Logs

24.

2067.2 1942.2 2316.7

2074.4

2007.7

med late
Top Logs

47
21

2613.3 2624.2 2591.8

2617.4
17.

2513.6
294.8

Al]. Loge

92

5009.7

4816.1

inter -

?88.3. 42l.
5079.9 4954.7 5330.3

AGGREGATE ERRORS USING NEWFON VOLUME AS THE BASE

0.0

:Logs

or

ujt

Butt Logs 24.
Intermediate 47

-125.0
10.9
-11.1

250.0

All Logs

-125.2

250,4

Top Logs

92

-21.8
22.2

praeger: orenson
Error : Error
(Cu.Ft. (Cu.Ft
.0.59.5
7.2
-99.7
6.1
-104.8
-81.5,
-70.2

-263.8

AGGREGATE AS PERCENTAGE OF NEWPON VOLUME

Group

o.o

:Logs

Butt Logs 24

Inter-

u.er

Error
-6.0%

medIate
Top Logs

47
21

0.4%

All Logs

92

-2.5%

12.0%

0.3%

-2.9%

0.2%

5.6%

-2o.$

-3.8%
-26.2%

50%

- 1.4%

- 5.2%
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ERRORS OF TH CUBIC-FOOT LOG RULBS

AS JUPLIED TO INDIVIDUAL LOGS

The foregoing analyses have dealt with the aggregate
errors of scaling a number of logs within the groups def inad. A knowledge of the errors with respect to estimates
of individual log volumes and with respect to log size
o3.asses would also be of some use in appraising the efficiency of the rules. On first thought it seemed that the
errors might vary with the log volumes.. To test this
theory the error of each log was divided by its Newton
volume and the result was expressed in per cent. These
percentage errors were then plotted by log groups over the
Newton volume. The constancy of the errors so expressed
was not clearly demonstrated. In some instances possible
trends were apparent.

Closer inspection of the errors indioated that
their absolute values in cubic feet might show just as
good a constancy with log volumes. Accordingly, the
cubic-toot errors themselves were plotted over Newton
volume and although there were also some indefinite

trends hare too, it seemed that this simple procedure
would be just as useful for interpreting the data as the
Further analyses were
theref ore concerned with the explanation of the

percentage procedure would be
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individual log errors in cubic feet. Standard statistical
procedures of analysis of variance were employed as

exeil&tied in Table 2 for butt logs as scaled by Huber

rule.
results of these analyses for all groups defined are shown in Table 3. From this table the following
expression of Newton volume in terms of Huber's formula

for butt logs, for instance, can be made.
Tn

where V

(Vh 4' 5.22) 1. 5.85 cubic feet
Newton voluao

Vh Huber volume
5.22 average error in cubic feet from Table 3
5.82 standard deviation of error in cubic

feat from Table 3

TABLB 2.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCES
OF
ERRORS FOR BUTT
LOGS

Degrees of

Source of Variation Freedom

Bias of rule
error
Total

1

24

denotes significance at 1% level

Sum of

Squares

Mean

651.04

Square
65L04**

79.96

34.35

1441.00
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TA3L11

SUMMARY OP STATISTICS ON ANAL
OF INDIVIDUAL LOG-VOLUME ERRORS

AVERAGE ERRORS PER LOG IN CUBIC PEET

Lo Group
H___
_5.22**
Butte
Intermediates 0.2321
_O.529*
Tops
Overall

ii Ian
1O.44**
-.4.64*

1.058*
2.72**

Rapraegr

Sorenson

O 30'

-2.481
-2 O6
_2.87**

.091

3.88

0.76*

3Error - rule volums Newton volums
**Indjcates significance at 1% level
*Thdjoatea significance at 5% level
lindicates non-significance at 5% level
0

STANDARD DEVIATIONS OP LOG-VOL

$ta$ad Deviation
L.tg Group

1tuber

Sinalian

Raprage.r

Butts
Intermediates
Tops
Overall

5.85
1.06

11.70
2.12

6.42
5.48

7.72

5.85

1.04.

3,86

2.08

5.07

Sorenso

6.55

5.44
5.07
5.68

Thus adding the average Ruber error of 5.22 would
correct Huber volume to Newton volume within the limits of

plus or minus 5.82 cubic feet two times out of three. A
similar expression may be established for all the other
log rules and log groups. Th first numerical constant
would remove the rule bias for the general run of hemlock
logs represented by the sauple logs in the various log

groups, while the second numerical constant represents the
atandaxd error of estimating a single log volume.
The aggregate errors of any of the rules may be i'sduced therefore by adding or subtracting the appropriate
average error constant of Table 3. If this is done the
remaining variation for single loge is described by the
standard deviations of Table 3. It is evident that after
removal of the biased portion of the error, the Huber
formula yields the best estimates of log volume in any
group The Sznalian formula is second best for intermediate and top logs, but very poor for butt logs. The

latter failing is rather serious since the butt log
contains a large proportion of the total tree volume. The
Rapraeger and Sorenson rules are superior to the Smalian
for butt logs, but inferior on intermediates and tops.
They are oonsistent over all groups however, resulting
in unbiased standard errors of approximately

6 cubic

feet per single logs.
It is interesting to note

that Rapraeger's rule

produced the only total volume without a significant
error, but that the lower standard deviation of the
Huber rule m*kea it the most reliable rule with

individual loa.

In vtw of the fact that definite trends

were not appareiit when the errors were plotted over

volume, it is the opinion of the writer that the deviations from the average error are due almost entirely to
irregularity of geometric form of the individual logs.

vi.

16-zooT LOG VOLUMES VERSUS 32-FOOT LOG VOLUMES

Since the volume of a log by any formula will be
olosex' to true volume if shorter scaling lengths are
utilized, it seOmed necessary to investigate the magnitude

of error involved in scaling logs in 32-foot lengths as
eopared to two 16-foot lengths. For the purpose of this
investigation the diameters of five wind-thrown Douglasfir trees on the McDonald Forest weze measured inside the

bark at 8.15-toot intervals allowing 1.5 feet for stump
height.
The five trees contained five 32-foot butt logs
with an average diameter of 20.5 inches at the small end,
eleven 32-foot intermediate logs with an average diameter
of 15.3 inches inside the bark at the small end, and four
32-toot top logs with an average diameter of 15.3 inches
at the small end. The cubic volumes of these logs as
32-toot and then as two 16'-foot logs were computed by
formula and the errors, volume of two 16-foot
logs minus the volume of the 32-toot log, were computed.

The errors for each of the three groups and the overall
error were analyzed by standard statistical procedure of
analysis of variance as before The results of this
investigation are presented in Table 4.
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SUMMARY OF VOLUMES AN]) ERRORS RESULTING IVROM

TABLE

SCALING LOGS IN 32-FOOT AND 16-FOOT LENGTHS

Volume in Cu. F
Two 16-

0xie 32-

458.09

458.27

69.28

t.

M.
Error Error :3
Dev'n.
in Per: per
cent : Log inin

:Poot Logs Yoot Log v32-v16 of

Butts
Inter-

mediates

625.07

Tops

Overall U52.44.

CuJt.Cu.Pt,

617.22

0.18

-7.85

0.0
-1.26

_O.71*

67.51

-1.77

-2.55
-0.82

0.45
-0.44!
..Q47* 1.00

u43.0O

-9.44

0.04t

1.55
0.83

* Indicates significance at the 5% level
! Indicates non-significance at the 5% level

In the previous discussion of the errors of single
log voluxztes tt was assumed that the Newton volume was

without error. It the same differences may be expected
between the scales of hemlock logs by 32-foot lengths and
16-foot lengths, a more exact interpretation of the error
due to rule bias and of the unexplained random error may
now be made

For example:

The bias of Huber's rule for butt logs is now,
5.22..04 : 5.18 cubic feet
$E
and the unexplained error La,
.85

+ 1.55

6.05 cubic feet.
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where

: the average error or bias or Ruber'e
rule
the average difference in scaling by
16 and 32-foot log lengths by Newton's
rule
the standard deviation of the Huber
errors

the standard deviation of the Newton
errors in scaling by 32-foot log
lengths,
The rerviaed values in this instance are only
slightly larger than before. In most other instances

also the error of scaling by 32-foot lengths is of
snal1 practical Significance.

VII.

SUMMARY

This investigation of some errors of the oomeon
cubic foot log as applied to western hemlock logs resulted
in the toUowing conclusions:
The geometric form of the average hemlock

aanp1e log is slightly neiloidal.
2. Rapraeger's rule produces the most accurate

estimate of total cubic-foot volume of all the logs, but
Ruber's formula Is moat constant over all forms of logs..
Rapraeger8 rule, however, is more practical to use since
only the diameter at the small ewl and the length of log
need be ineaauzed.

Deviations from average error per log are not
dependent on log volume and, in the writer's opinion, are
due to irregularities in. geometric form of the individual
log.

The magnitude of the errors resulting from
scaling 32-foot log lengths rather than 16-foot log
lengths by Newton's formula are of little consequence
in general when compared to the standard deviations of

the log rules tested.
Rapraagsr'S formula is the best rule for
caprun logs, but further study is indicated to
determine its applicability to all species in the

'9
Northwest.

6. AU ot' the rules investigated are biased to
some extent in some or the log groups. Wherever bias is
present, it may be removed, and the rule thereby im
proved by addition or subtraction o' an appropriate
constant. Arter the rule bias is removed the Hither
torinula is superior, especially on ntermediate and butt
logs. The Raprasger and Sorenson rules yield larger
errors than the Huber, but they are consistent over aU
log groups with a standard deviation ot approximately
6

oubie test.
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